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Milutln Obndovi\v{c} and ShigeyoshI $()\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}$
$AtMaa$ We conoider strongIy starlikness oforder a $\phi finctians$
$f(z)=z+a_{n+1}z^{n+\mathrm{t}}+\ldots$ which are andylic in the unit disc andsaeisff
the condition $of\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e$ form
$\mathrm{b},(z)(\frac{z}{f(z)})^{1+\mu}-1|<\lambda,$ $0<\mu<1,0<\lambda<1$ .
1. INTRODIJCTION AND PREL.r.NNARIES
Let H&nok ffie class offimctons $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\psi \mathrm{A}\mathrm{c}$ in ffie unil&c $U=\{z:|z|<1\}$ and let
$A\subset H$ be ffie $\mathrm{c}$]$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}8\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{d}$ analyAc fimcAons$f$ in $U$ suchUt $f(\mathrm{O})=f(0)-1=0$ .
For $n\geq 1$ we put
$\mathrm{a}4_{n}=\{f:f(z)=z+a_{n+\mathrm{t}}z^{n+1}+\ldots$ is $anab^{\rho}\ell ic$ in $U\}$
and $d\mathit{4}_{1}=A$ .
A $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}|\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}f\in A$ is $\mathrm{s}\dot{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{d}W\triangleright$ strongly $s\ell arlik$ or or&r a , $0<\alpha\leq 1,$ $\mathrm{f}$ and $\alpha\Phi$ if
$\frac{\mathit{4}^{\backslash }(z)}{f(z)}$
$\prec$ $( \frac{1+z}{1-z})ae$ ,
where $\prec$ dmotes ffie usud subordinaeion. We denote $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{\mathrm{B}}}$ class by $\mathrm{S}(\alpha).$ ff $\alpha=1$ , ffien
$S(1)\equiv S^{*}$ is ffie well-known $\mathrm{c}$]$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}$ of starlikfinctions in $U$ (see, for $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}.\mathrm{a}.|\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e},$ $[1]$).
$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}$ paper we find a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ so Ut $f\in A_{n}\Re \mathrm{h}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}_{\mathfrak{B}}$
(1) $f^{\iota}(z \int\frac{z}{f(z)})^{1+\mu}\prec 1+k$ , $0<\mu<1,0<\lambda<1$ ,
is in $S(\alpha)$ . Also, we consider an inteyal PansfoImaPon.
We note ffiat ffie $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}|\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ in [4] $\det_{-}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ ffie vake\S for $\lambda$ in (1) wlrich $\dot{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\varphi \mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ starffieness
in U. $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\Psi$, Ponnusamy and Sing [5] found ffie $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$which imphes ffie $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}\Phi$
starlikeness oforder $\alpha$ , but for $\mu<0$ in (1). By using ffie sin$\iota \mathbb{I}\mathrm{a}r$ meffiod as in [5] we consider
$\mathrm{s}\theta \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}$ in ffie case (1).
First, we cite the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}0\dot{\mathrm{K}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{g}$
$\mathrm{L}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ A. Let $Q\in Hsa\ell isp$ the $subordina\hslash on$ condinon
$Q(z)\prec 1+\lambda_{\iota^{Z}}$ , $Q(0\rangle=1$ ,
where $0<\lambda_{1}\leq 1$ . For $0<a\leq 1$ , let $p\in H,$ $p(\mathrm{O})=l$ and $p$ satisff the condilon
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$Q(z)p^{a}(z)$ $\prec$ $1+\mathrm{k}$, $0<\lambda\leq 1$ .
T&n for
(2) $\sin^{-1}\lambda+\sin^{-1}\lambda_{1}\leq\frac{a\pi}{2}$
we have ${\rm Re}\{p(z)\}>0$ in $U$ .
$\mathrm{n}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}$ is ffie $\varphi \mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ case offfie more $\Re \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ lwnna $\dot{\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ in [5].
2. RESULTS AND CONSEQUENCES
For our resubs we $\mathrm{a}$]$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ need ffie following two lennnas.
$\mathrm{L}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1$ . Let $p\in H,$ $Az$) $=1+p_{n}z^{n}+\ldots,$ $n\geq 1,$ saasp t&condition
$p(z \rangle-\frac{1}{\mu}\varphi’(z)$ $\prec$





The ffloofof $\mathrm{u}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}$ for $\mathrm{n}=1$ is $\dot{\Psi}$en by ffie auffior in [4]. For $\mathrm{a}\iota_{\Psi}n\in N$we dso cael
apply Jack’s lenuna [3].
$\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{A}2$. If $0\psi<1,0<\lambda\leq 1andQ\in H$ saeisffing
$Q(z \rangle\prec 1+\frac{\lambda\mu}{n-\mu}z, Q(0)=\mathrm{L}$ $n\in N$,
and if $p\in H.p(\mathrm{O})=1andsati\phi es$
$Q(z)p^{a}(z\rangle\prec 1+\lambda z$,
where
(3) $0< \lambda\leq\frac{(n-\mu)8\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(\pi\alpha/2)}{|\mu+(n-\mu \mathrm{p}^{i\pi a/2}|}$,
then ${\rm Re}\{p(z)\}>0$ in $U$.
Proof. If in $\mathrm{r}$ A we put $\lambda_{1}=\frac{\lambda\mu}{n-\mu}$ , ffien ffie $\mathrm{c}\alpha 1\ \mathrm{A}\mathrm{m}(2)$ is equivalent to
$\sin^{-1}\lambda+\sin^{-1}\underline{\lambda\mu}\leq^{\underline{a\pi}}$
$n-\mu$ 2
$\mathrm{n}\dot{\mathrm{n}}8$ inequaliq is equivalent to
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or to ffie $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}e\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}$ ]$\overline{1}y$
$\lambda[\sqrt{(n-\mu)^{2}-\lambda^{2}p^{2}}+\mu\sqrt{1-\lambda^{2}}]\leq(n-\mu)\dot{\Re}\mathrm{n}(a\pi/2)$.
From ffiere, ffier some $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\iota \mathrm{m}\theta\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$, we get ffie fonowing $\Re \mathrm{l}\dot{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{m}}\Re \mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{h}\eta$
$([\mu^{2}+(n-\mu)^{2}]^{2}-4\mu^{2}(n-\mu)^{2}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}8^{2}(a\pi/2))\lambda^{4}-2(n-\mu)^{2}[(\mu^{\mathrm{z}}+(n-\mu)^{\mathrm{z}}]\dot{\Re}\mathrm{n}^{2}(a\pi/2\rangle\lambda^{2}+$
$+(1-\mu\rangle^{4}\sin^{4}(\alpha\pi/2)\geq 0$
which is eqcrivalent to ffie condinon (3).
By $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ A we have $\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}{\rm Re}\{p(z\}\}>0$ in $U$.
$\Pi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{M}1$ . Let $f\in A_{n}$ , $0<\mu<1$ and $fsa\hslash\phi$ t&su&rdination




Then $f\in S^{*}$ .
Proof. $\mathrm{W}$ we put $Q(z)=( \frac{z}{f(z)})^{\mu}(=1+q_{\hslash}z^{n}+\ldots)$ , $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}m$ \S \alpha ne calculaAon, we get
$Q(z)- \frac{1}{\mu}Q’(z)=f’(z\int\frac{z}{f(z)})^{1+\mu}\prec 1+Az$ .
From $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1$ we have
$Q(z)\prec 1+\lambda_{1}z,$ $\lambda_{1}=\frac{\lambda\mu}{n-\mu}$ .
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{l}e$ rest part ofhe proofis Ae same as in ffie case $\mathrm{n}=1$ (Theorem 1 in [4]) and we omit ffie
$\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}]\mathrm{s}$ .
$\Pi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{R}2$. Let $0<\mu<1$ and $0<a\leq 1$ . If $f\in A_{n}sa\hslash sfies$
(4) $|f’(z)( \frac{z}{f(z)})^{1+p}-1|<\frac{(n-\mu)8\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(\pi\alpha/2)}{\triangleright+(n-\mu)e^{i\mathrm{z}a’ 2}1}$ , $z\in U$ .
then $f\in S(\alpha)$ .
Proof. $\mathrm{K}$ we put $\lambda=\frac{(n-\mu)\sin(m/2)}{|\mu+(n-\mu)e^{i\pi d2}|}.R$ since $0<a\leq 1$ , we have
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$Q(z)=( \frac{z}{f(z\}})^{\ulcorner}=1+q_{n}z^{n}+\ldots$ is $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\Phi^{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}$ in $\mathrm{U}$ and sabffies $Q(z)\prec 1+\lambda_{\iota^{Z}},$ $\lambda_{1}=\frac{\lambda\mu}{n-p}$ .
Now, $\mathrm{f}$we define
$p(z)=( \frac{r(z)}{f\langle z)})^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}$ ,
hen $p$ is $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\iota\Phi r\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}$ in $U,p(\mathrm{O})=1$ aeld $\theta \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}(4)$ is equivalent to
$Q(z)p^{a}(z)\prec 1+\$ .
$\mathrm{F}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}]y,$
$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{L}\alpha \mathrm{t}]\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}2$ we $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}$
$( \frac{\oint(z)}{f(z)}.)^{\frac{1}{a}}\prec\frac{1+z}{1-z}$ $( \Leftrightarrow\frac{\oint^{1}(z)}{f(z)}\prec(\frac{1+z}{1-z})^{a})$ ,
$\dot{\iota}\mathrm{e}$ . $f\in S(\alpha)$ . $\square$
We note ffiat for $\alpha=1$ we have ffie ffitffitlent of $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\alpha \mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}1$ .
For $n=1,$ $\mu=1/2,$ $a=2/3$ we get ffie foAoning
COROLIARY 1. Let $f\in 4$ and $tet$
$\mathrm{b},(z\int\frac{z}{f(z)})^{\frac{3}{2}}-1|<\frac{1}{2}$ , $z\in U$ .
Then
$| \mathrm{a}oe(\frac{\phi^{1}(z)}{f(z)})|<\frac{\pi}{3},$ $z\in U$ ,
i.e. $f\epsilon S(2/3\rangle$.
$\mathrm{v}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{M}3$ . Let $0<\mu<1,$ ${\rm Re}\{c\}>-\mu$ , oetd $0<a\leq 1$ . If $f\in A_{n}$ satisfies
(5) $\mathrm{b},(z)(\frac{Z}{f(z\rangle})^{\mathrm{f}+\mu}-1|<|\frac{n+c-\mu}{c-\mu}|\frac{(n-\mu\rangle\sin(\pi a/2)}{|\mu+(n-\mu)e^{i\mathrm{r}\alpha J\mathrm{z}}|}$ , $z\in U$ ,
$u\mathrm{e}\iota un_{S^{\mathrm{F}lU}\cdot,\mathrm{f}^{u}}/\cdot$
Proof. ffwe put $\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\iota\lambda$ is equal to ffie rigt hand $8\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ ofAe inequahq (5) and
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$Q(z)=F’(z \int\frac{z}{F(z)})^{1+\mu}$ $\{=1+q_{n}z^{n}+\ldots)$
ffien Rom ($5\rangle$ and (6) we obtain
$Q(z \rangle+\frac{1}{c-\mu}Q’(z)=f^{\dagger}(z)(\frac{z}{f(z)})^{1+\mu}\prec 1+Az$ .
Hence, by using ffie result ofHallenbeck and $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}e\mathrm{w}_{\Psi}\mathrm{h}[2, \mathrm{R}.1]$ we have ffiat
$Q(z)\prec 1+\lambda_{1}z,$ $\lambda_{1}=\frac{\mathfrak{p}c-\mu)|\lambda}{|n+c-\mu|}=\frac{(n-\mu)\sin(\pi\alpha/2)}{|\mu+(n-\mu)e^{i\pi\alpha l2}|}$ ,
and ffie desind resuU $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\Psi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{s}$ ffom Keorem 2.
REMARK 1. For $\alpha=1$ and $\mathrm{n}=1$ we have he corresponding $\mathrm{r}e\mathrm{s}\mathrm{M}\dot{\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ effiier in [4].
For $\mathrm{c}=\mu+1$ , we have
COROLLARY 2. Let $\mathit{0}<\mu<\mathit{1}$ and $0<a\leq 1$ . If $f\in A_{n}$ saeisfies the condition
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